
We gathered at a set of stairs that lead down, directly into
the heavy ebb and flow of the waves beneath the

promenade. You asked us (if we are able) to recall again the
memory of fear held in our empty paper slip – to sit with

this memory and to know that all was (in that exact
time/space) well.

 
In that moment I thought not of fear but bravery.

Water has always empowered me. No matter how
ferocious, water has always given me strength.

As we begin to climb over the headland towards The
Warren the first of us was felled by their emotions.

 
I paused, witnessed, offered a hug and together we rejoined

the group where everyone had removed their shoes and
begun to walk bare foot. A whisper informed us that we

were then to think about walking a border. Suddenly it was
my turn... My heart sank, my chest tightened and tears

began to flow.
 

There it was; my ultimate fear – the fear of abandonment
and loss. The loss of love and those who are loved... My

fiancé is Colombian and for us this border feels like walking
a tightrope with a flame beneath each tethered end...

 
We continued to walk. Sometimes held together by rope, at

points guided into formation and at others led with our
eyes closed – all the while taking care to remain receptive to

the stimulus that surrounded us.
 

 We stepped carefully over bees sheltered in the grass from
high winds, we walked in silence even when it was not

asked of us. Coast line, gully, cliff edge, glen, railway, stairs,
bridge, wood and farm land. Cement, wind and horizon.

Cement. Wind. Horizon.
 

* * *
Sewing paper fears and spinning gold thread from thin air,

you clung to a technology of war and early warning.
Lynched high by rope to the side of a modern megalith, soft

down guts of the domestic spilled lightly from a carpentry
torn wound. Fluttering spluttering across cement and

breeze. Casting gilded thread upon invisible currents, your
saccharine sutures created further cords; treacle and gold,

cracks and con-trails. Cobalt blue and milky white. The
geometry of your pillow-crashed-bodycurved lines of

chalk into-onto-throughcement mirrors and your mothers
watch kept time in grounded, targeted marks. Scrying

through stone, channelling by sea and casting in wind – the
fire burns relentlessly if yet still unseen. We stood (still

stand) atop cliff and border, having meandered (entangled)
through memory, geography and fear.

The thing about fear is that it simultaneously resonates as
both real and unreal. An inaccurate mirror – or border line
– felt between perceived threat and real harm. An
itinerant, acute whisper that cuts through the body; not
(always) leaving a mark yet punctuating space and time. 

* * *
We began at 11:06 (High Tide: 6.75m) outside
]performance s p a c e [. You asked the group to each say
their name (Benjx), preferred pronouns (They/Them) and
choose a word (Water). You then offered each of us the
opportunity to tear off and retain a blank slip of paper
from the single page of a notebook.
 
Holding this we were asked to recall a moment of fear –
the paper slip to act as a container for this memory – and
to keep the slip with us for the duration of our time
together. We were informed that we would be walking
from ]performance s p a c e [ to Abbot's Cliff Sound Mirror
(7km's on way). Additionally we were asked to be aware of
and pay close(r) attention to the smells, textures, sounds,
memories, sights and emotions we were to encounter
while walking.
 
As we set off (my paper slip between thumb and fore
finger in my short's pocket) I began to think about the
difference between anxiety and fear - I am a deeply
anxious person yet seldom fearful. I ruminated on this for
a time. As we passed the fishmonger by the harbour, the
sight, scents and sounds of the sea flooded my senses.

* * *
When I was a child (ten years old) I was at the beach with
my mother and younger brother, just north of Cairns,
Australia. My brother and I were swimming and suddenly
my mother is screaming: “Get out of the water! Get Out!
Having heard the fear in my mothers voice I knew
instantly she had seen a shark. My brother and I made it
to the beach only to find our mother laughing in disbelief
and joyously shouting: “Get back in! Get back in it's
Dolphins!”. This memory is one of the most specific
recollections I have of experiencing fear and yet it is
bound up with humour, love and joy.
 

* * *
Shortly after we were asked to walk single file, one behind
the other, matching the pace of the person in front of us –
to speed up and slow down as they did. We were asked to
think about the formation of sound waves and attempt to
embody such formations through the pace and pause of
our collective movement. The sound of waves. A wave of
sound. The sound of waves on a stairwell.
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( r e ) c o l l e c t i n g  ( f ) e a r s
Full moon 
51.0817° N, 1.1832° E    –    51.1017° N, 1.2434° E

*It is understood within practices of magic;
that the casting of intentions (spells) at the
peak of a full moon shall reap the full
potency of banishing influences ensuing
from a moon's waning, cosmic cycle. It is
also understood within magical traditions
that energy is most effectively raised
across (long) durations of active, focused
intent. Had you led us in a collective,
contemporary ritual of fear banishment?
Regardless; the materiality of performing
within the frame of a full moon and
between the poles of high and low tide
had enacted a poetics of release surely felt
by all present.


